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Activity One
Robert Munsch is the author of The Paper Bag Princess and 

over 50 other books as well.

1.   What other books have you read by Robert Munsch? 

 

 

2.   What did you enjoy most about Robert Munsch’s stories?

 

 

3.   Do you know that Robert Munsch’s stories are funny, but they have a serious side 

as well? Can you name a book that has such a serious message? What it the title 

of the book? What is the message?

 

 

4.   If you could ask Robert Munsch one question, what would it be? 

 

 

 Draw a picture for the cover of your favorite Robert Munsch book.
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1.  What other books have you read that are illustrated by Michael Martchenko?

 

 
2.  What makes his illustrations so special?

 

 
3.  What do you like most and least about Michael Martchenko’s books?

 

 
4.  What is your favorite character drawn by Michael Martchenko?

 

 

Michael Martchenko often draws characters that look funny. 
Can you draw a funny character?

Activity Two
Michael Martchenko is the illustrator of The Paper Bag Princess and 

many other books as well.
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Activity Three
In The Paper Bag Princess, we read a story about a prince 

and a princess. Princes and princesses are called MEMBERS OF ROYALTY. 

1.  Can you name any other members of royalty?

 

 

2.  Are you part of a Royal family? Why or why not?

 

 

3.  Why are royal families important in the world today?

 

 

4.  How are we similar to people who are royalty? How are we different?

 

 

5.  Where in the world can we fi nd royal families today?
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Activity Four
There are many very old castles around the world. Many of more 

than hundreds of years old! 

1.  Why do you think these old castles were built? Who used them? What were 

they used for?

 

 

2.  Have you visited a castle? If so, where was the castle? If you have never 

visited a castle, which castle would you like to visit? 

 

 

3.  Are castles still being built today? Why or why not?

 

 

Draw two pictures of a castle. In the first box, draw the front of the 
castle.  In the second box, show what it looks like from above.

FRONT VIEW
. . . . . . . . . . .

VIEW FROM ABOVE
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Activity Five

1.

2.

3.

4.

 Think of other stories you know about dragons. What is the title of one 

story about a dragon? What is the name of the dragon? 

 Compare the two dragons listed above to the dragon in The Paper Bag 

Princess. Which dragon is nicer? Which dragon is meaner? 

Which of these dragons do you like best? Why?

Dragons are very popular in children’s books. Why do you think this is so? 

Think about what dragons look like. What does a good dragon look like? What 

does an evil dragon look like? Draw a picture of each one in the boxes below.

GOOD DRAGON EVIL DRAGON
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Activity Six

1. The story, The Paper Bag Princess is a fairy tale. What other fairy tales do you 

know? Write their titles below. 

   

   

2. Can you name a famous author of fairy tales? Can you list some of the 

characters this author has created? 

   

   

3. How are fairy tales different from other kinds of stories?

   

   

4. Why do you think children and adults like fairy tales so much?

   

   

Draw a picture of your favorite fairy tale. Then, draw a picture of 
your favorite character in a fairy tale.

FAVORITE CHARACTERFAVORITE FAIRY TALE


